
Using Visuals

Visual aids are often used to enhance oral presentations. Visual aids that are attractive and appropriate for the
topic help the audience understand and remember the information being presented. 

Examples of visuals commonly used in presentations are graphs, charts, handouts, a posted agenda, pictures and
physical objects (realia). To present visuals, you can use white or black boards, flip charts, posters, online image
galleries, audio or video clips, and PowerPoint slides. 

When including visual aids in your presentation, it is important to signal to the audience that you are referring to 
a specific handout, poster, PowerPoint slide or overhead transparency. You can use the following expressions to 
do this:

Let’s have a look at this … (chart, table, diagram)

I’d like you to look at this …

The following … illustrates what I have just been saying.

I’d like to draw your attention to …

Once the listeners are focused on the visual, you should explain briefly what it represents, describe the main points
that support your argument, and offer conclusions. To do this, you can use the following expressions:

This graph/chart/table represents … demonstrates … shows … illustrates …

The horizontal/vertical axis represents …

The first column (of the table) represents …

If you look closely you will see …

Please note how this … does this 

1 Audio 5.11: Listen to a talk about using visual aids during presentations and answer the 
questions below.

1. What are the advantages of using visuals during a presentation?

2. What are common mistakes presenters make when using visuals in presentations?

3. What can a presenter do to make the visuals effective?

4. What examples of effective visuals does Melanie give?
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Using Visuals (Cont.)

2 Read the list of sample presentations and suggest what kinds of visual aids would be most
effective for each presentation. Explain your choices.

3 Audio 5.12: Listen to two speakers describing the same visual aid below and decide which
description is better. Explain why.

4� Find the Statistics Canada home page. In the site search box, enter Canada at a Glance. This
publication includes a variety of tables and charts that illustrate recent Canadian statistics. Print
one table or chart that interests you. Refer to it as you describe it to the class (e.g., its elements,
conclusions you draw from the data).

Communication track Leadership track

Competent Communicator Competent Leader 

Advanced Communicator Bronze
Competent Leader Bronze

Advanced Communicator Silver

Competent Leader Silver
Advanced Communicator Gold

New Member

Competent Communicator
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PRESENTATION SAMPLE VISUAL AIDS

a presentation comparing two Canadian cities

a presentation on how to start your own business
in Ontario

a talk on preparing résumés

a presentation of a project timeline during 
the meeting

a presentation about immigration trends in Canada

a presentation about first aid and accident
prevention in the workplace
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